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Why this, in this conference?

• Effect at > 4σ

• Many independent experiments

• How is this different from 𝑔 − 2?

• Many independent experiments

• No trivial/obvious explanation

• Not theory driven



Neutron lifetime measurements

Source:  https://www.scientificamerican.com, modified

Discrepancy



Bottle experiments

Source:  https://www.scientificamerican.com

Lifetime

Data points fit to an 
exponential decay



Beam experiments

Source:  https://www.scientificamerican.com

Only the decay 
rate is 

measured



Since neutron decays only via beta decay

equality
should hold:

Beam experiments Bottle experiments

but



Theoretical prediction Czarnecki, Marciano & Sirlin, 
PRL 120, 202002 (2018)

Neutron lifetime in the Standard Model

Using the PDG 
average for gA

Lattice result
Chang et al., 
Nature 558, 91 (2018)



Theoretical prediction Czarnecki, Marciano & Sirlin, 
PRL 120, 202002 (2018)

Neutron lifetime in the Standard Model

M. BECK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 101, 055506 (2020)

FIG. 30. Published results on λ derived from β − ν̄e angular
correlation measurements (red data points: Grigoriev [91], Stratowa
[27], Byrne [28], Darius [29], our work), β-asymmetry measure-
ments (blue data points: Bopp [90], Yerozolimsky [89], Liaud [88],
Abele [11,83], Liu [84], Mund [8], Mendenhall [85], Brown [10], and
Märkisch [9]), and other measurements (black data points: Mostovoi
[87] and Schumann [86]).

Figure 30 shows the status of λ measurements (including
our result) in which the distinction is made between measure-
ments which determine the λ value from the β asymmetry A
(blue data points), from the β-νe angular correlation coeffi-
cient a (red data points), and from other observables (black
data points).

An overall systematic difference at the 1–2 σ level cannot
be identified between the different measures of λ extraction,
although comparable accuracies are obtained with the most
recent results.

Under the assumption of the conserved vector current
(CVC) hypothesis, experimentally determined values for λ
directly determine gA. This serves as a benchmark for lattice
QCD calculations and determines the relationship among pa-
rameters of the weak hadronic current. Recent improvements
in lattice QCD calculations which approach the percent-level
determination in the physical point [25,92–96] show promis-
ing agreement between theory and experiment. A comparison
of experimental values for gA with lattice values by itself
constitutes a new physics test of nonstandard couplings [97].

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have measured the β-νe angular corre-
lation coefficient a with aSPECT resulting in a fractional
precision of ≈ 0.8%. This result is in good agreement with
the present PDG value but with the overall accuracy im-
proved by a factor of 3.3. Within the SM, the correlation
coefficients in neutron β decay can be expressed in terms of
one parameter, λ, which is the ratio of the weak coupling
constants: λ = gA/gV. With a = −0.104 30(84) we obtain
λ = −1.2677(28). This value deviates by 2.8σ from the most

recent λ measurement of the PERKEO III collaboration [9],
which was determined via the β-asymmetry parameter A. This
experimental situation calls for further improvements in the
measurement accuracy; in particular being on par with the
Perkeo result in terms of accuracy presents a major challenge.

The 4π detection of the decay protons with the aSPECT
spectrometer which is based on the electrostatic MAC-E filter
principle helps a great deal to suppress unwanted systematics.
From the analysis of the systematic effects we are confident
that with an upgrade of the present spectrometer, a relative
accuracy of &a/a ≈ 0.2% can be reached.

The essential improvements in the order of their impor-
tance are as follows:

(1) WF differences of polycrystalline gold surfaces as
well as their temporal fluctuations result in the current
uncertainty of da/a ≈ 0.3%. For this reason, electrode
surfaces with better uniformity of the work function
(e.g., as for gold single crystal layers) have to be used.
Surface dipoles caused by adsorption of contaminants
if exposed to ambient conditions may lead to poten-
tial changes of the electrode, but those are spatially
uniform for Au surfaces in a defined crystallographic
orientation [98]. As only the potential difference be-
tween the DV and AP electrode is of relevance, this
WF offset (and its possible temporal drift) drops out.
In this context, the current accuracy (≈ 13 mV) in the
voltage measurement must be improved accordingly.

(2) The electrode system has to be redesigned. In partic-
ular, the use of a broader magnetic flux tube onto the
enlarged SDD detector area of 3 × 3 pads should be
realized. The uncorrelated statistical error at present
contributes with ≈ 0.4% to the total error and was
obtained within ≈ 20 days effective data taking time
at the PF1b beam line at ILL with two detector pads
in operation. This measure will allow us to reach a
statistical limit of &a/astat ≈ 0.1% within 100 hours
of effective data taking.

(3) The major remaining systematic correction (after hav-
ing eliminated the retardation voltage-dependent back-
ground by improved vacuum conditions) is the edge
effect and proton backscattering at the SDD detector.
At present, the edge effect corrections (standard beam
profile) are under control to a level of &a/a ≈ 0.1%.
A better adapted collimation of the incoming neutron
beam will reduce the slope dI/dy of the beam profile
in the DV and along with it the edge effect correction
[cf. Eq. (22)]. Proton backscattering at the SDD has
been thoroughly investigated (cf. Sec. IV G) and is
under control at the level of &a/a < 0.1%.

The envisaged relative accuracy in the determination of a in
turn will result in a determination of λ of &λ/λ ≈ 4 × 10−4.
This is the sensitivity range which was recently achieved
by the PERKEO III collaboration. From neutron decay data,
not only a precise V-A SM value of λ can be extracted. Of
particular interest is the search for right-handed currents and
for S and T interactions where the measurement of τn, A
and a, e.g., exhibit different dependencies [23,99–101]. A
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aSPECT vs PERKEO
2.8σ tension
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� = gA/gV
Beck et al,
Phys.Rev.C 101 (2020) 5, 055506 

PERKEO : 𝛽 spectrum 
of polarized neutrons

aSPECT: 𝛽 − �̅� angular 
correlations



Neutron lifetime discrepancy

Source:  https://www.scientificamerican.com

Beam measures protons only! And only slope (decay rate).

1

N(n)

dN(p)

dt
= ��Br(n ! p)
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Neutron dark decay

Remaining 1% :



Hypothesis is model independent

This simple hypothesis can be tested



Ongoing beam and bottle experiments

https://nat-web.comNIST Center for Neutron Research
https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/

beam beam

J–PARC, Japan 

Measure lifetime by 
exponential decay along 

experimental axis.

Obvious test 1:



Ongoing beam and bottle experiments

https://nat-web.comNIST Center for Neutron Research
https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/

Los Alamos Neutron 
Science Center

http://www.lanl.gov/

beam beam

J–PARC, Japan 

bottle



Ongoing beam and bottle experiments

https://nat-web.comNIST Center for Neutron Research
https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/

Los Alamos Neutron 
Science Center

http://www.lanl.gov/

Add a proton 
detection system

in bottle experiments

bottle

beam beam

J–PARC, Japan 

Obvious test 2:

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
Publication year

875
880
885
890
895
900
905
910
915 [s

]
nτ

Hirota et al, 2007.11293 



Nuclear physics bounds



Nuclear physics bounds – 9Be

+

9Be → 8Be decay forbidden if:9Be → 24He forbidden if:                        Pfutzner & Riisager 1803.01334

The question immediately arises as to what is the new decay channel of the neutron, a
protonless state with 1% branching fraction. It is incumbent upon us to present a scenario that
is consistent with our current understanding of elementary particle interactions.

2. Model independent analysis
The final state of neutron decay must have unit fermion number and be overall electrically
neutral. The simplest possibility for a protonless decay channel consists of a chargeless, “dark”
fermion, �, and a neutral boson. In principle the dark fermion could be a neutrino and the
neutral boson could be a photon, but soon we will see that the sum of their masses must be
within 1.572 MeV of the neutron mass, so at least one of the two must be a new elementary
particle. We consider two possible final states: (i) a dark fermion, �, and a photon, and (ii) a
dark fermion, �, and a new spinless elementary dark boson, �.

In either case, the mass Mf of the final state f must be su�ciently large that proton stability
is not vitiated: to avoid p ! n⇤e+⌫ followed by n⇤ ! f , we must have Mf > mp � me. A
slightly stronger bound follows from stability of 9Be against decay to 2 4He + f , yielding [2]:

937.992 MeV < Mf < 939.565 MeV . (2)

For the case f = � + � this immediately gives 937.992 MeV < m� < 939.565 MeV. For
m� < mp + me = 938.783 MeV, � decay of � is not allowed giving the interesting possibility
that � is stable (or very long lived) and could be a candidate for a dark matter component of
the universe. Similarly, for the case f = � + � both � and � are dark matter candidates if
|m� �m�| < mp +me.

2.1. E↵ective theory for �� final state

To describe the decay n ! �� in a quantitative way, we consider theories with a mass mixing
term �n, and an induced interaction �n �. An example of such a theory is given by the e↵ective
Lagrangian

Le↵
1 = n̄

�
i/@ �mn + gne

2mn
�µ⌫Fµ⌫

�
n+ �̄

�
i/@ �m�

�
�+ " (n̄�+ �̄n) , (3)

where gn'�3.826 is the neutron g-factor and " is the mixing parameter with dimension of mass.
The term corresponding to n ! �� is obtained by transforming Eq. (3) to the mass eigenstate
basis and, for " ⌧ mn �m�, yields

Le↵
n!�� =

gne

2mn

"

(mn �m�)
�̄ �µ⌫Fµ⌫ n . (4)

Therefore, the neutron dark decay rate is

��n!�� =
g2ne

2

8⇡

✓
1�

m2
�

m2
n

◆3 mn "2

(mn �m�)2
⇡ ��exp

n

�
1+x
2

�3⇣ 1�x
1.8⇥10�3

⌘⇣
" [GeV]

9.3⇥10�14

⌘2
,

where x = m�/mn. The rate is maximized when m� saturates the lower bound, m� =
937.992 MeV. Below we will give a microscopic particle physics realization of this case.

The testable prediction of this class of models is a monochromatic photon with an energy in
the range 0 < E� < 1.572 MeV and a branching fraction

��n!��

�n
⇡ 1% .

If the dark fermion � is to be su�ciently light that it may be stable, and hence a DM candidate,
then 0.782 MeV < E� < 1.572 MeV. A null search for monochromatic photons rules out this



Dark particle stability

requires

The (possible) dark matter mass is in the range

Dark Matter scenario

937.992 MeV < m� < 938.783 MeV
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New neutron decay channels

. . .  

Scenario I Scenario II

Scenario III



Case (1):  Neutron          dark particle + photon 

Dark particle 
mass
Dark decay photon energy

Dark matter case

4/4 DocName (4/4)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n χ

Note: did not update lower 
bound  from 9Be → 2α



Example: χnγ interaction from mixing

In terms of mass eigenstates, neutron dark decay

1/4 DocName (#1)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n n

2/4 DocName (2/4)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n χ

gives

4/4 DocName (4/4)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n χ

1/4 DocName (#1)2018-04-05 09:51:15
2/4 DocName (2/4)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n n χ

Case (1):  Neutron          dark particle + photon 



Example of a theory with χn interaction

In terms of mass eigenstates, neutron dark decay

1/4 DocName (#1)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n n

2/4 DocName (2/4)2018-04-05 09:51:15

n χ

Case (1):  Quantitative description

𝜖 ≈ 10!"#GeV



Microscopic
Model 1
(minimal)

Lagrangian

χ

Dark decay rate

To explain the neutron lifetime discrepancy 
Aoki et al, PRD 96 (2017) 014506, [1705.01338].



Neutron dark decay – experimental search

monochromatic photons

electron-positron pairs

Tang et al., Search for the neutron decay 
n → X + γ where X is a dark matter particle,  
PRL 121, 022505 (2018) 
2.2σ exclusion

Klopf et al., Constraints on the Dark Matter 
Interpretation 𝑛→𝜒+𝑒+𝑒− of the Neutron Decay
Anomaly with the PERKEO II experiment, PRL 122, 
222503 (2019)  --ILL Grenoble

Sun et al., Search for dark matter decay of the free 
neutron from the UCNA experiment: n → χ + e+e−, 
PRC 97, 052501 (2018) --- Los Alamos



Case (2):  Neutron          two dark particles

Constraints on masses

Dark matter case Note: did not update lower 
bound  from 9Be → 2α



Model 2

For  mχ > mn

For  937.9 MeV < mχ < mn
χ

~

~



Active Field: Other topics

Unstable Nucleus Decay*

Mesogenesis (baryogenesis)

Hyperon Decays

Dark Matter
Neutron Stars

Complete Models
Hydrogen decay

Other solutions *Must cover



Nuclear dark decays
Stable nuclei remain stable if

Dark decays possible in unstable nuclei with S(n) < 1.572 MeV

i.e.,



An example of an unstable nucleus with S(n) < 1.572 MeV
is 11Be with  that could decay via

Pfutzner & Riisager, PRC 97, 042501(R) (2018)

11Be decay

Theoretical estimate for b-delayed proton emission:

(Note: ""B is stable) 

11Be primer:



Hint from 11Be decays?

11Be: one-neutron halo nucleus, can calculate!

experiment

?
Resonance

or
dark decay

?

Pfutzner & Riisager, Examining the possibility to observe neutron dark decay in nuclei, PRC 97, 042501(R) (2018)

Riisager et al., 11Be(βp), a quasi-free neutron decay?, PLB 732, 305 (2014)

400 x halo nucleus prediction

Beta-delayed, proton emission 11Be ! 11B e� ! (10Be p)e�
<latexit sha1_base64="rjavyRj6WQZS/Gb0sSMp4L5l4KM=">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</latexit>



11Be decay experiments
Are there protons in the final state of 11Be decays?
This would test ALL neutron dark decay channels with:  

Results inconclusive – stay tuned!



Thank you!

It would be truly amazing if the good old neutron turned 
out to be the particle enabling us to probe the dark 
matter sector of the universe



Back up slides



11Be decay experiments

Are there protons in the final state of 11Be decays?
This would test ALL neutron dark decay channels with:  

TRIUMF & MSUCERN – ISOLDE

http://isolde.web.cern.ch https://www.flickr.com

Evidence of proton resonance:

𝐸𝑥=11.425(20)MeV, Γ = 12(5)keV

and 2× previous rate:
𝐵𝑟(11Be → 10Be + 𝑝 + 𝑋) = 1.3(3) × 10!"

Direct observation of proton emission in 
11Be: Y. Ayyad et al, PRL 123 (2019) 082501

Not the last word:
𝐵𝑟(11Be→ 10Be+ 𝑋) < 2 × 10"#

Search for beta-delayed proton emission from 11Be, 
Riisager et al Eur.Phys.J.A 56 (2020) 3, 100

Possible 𝛼-particle contamination?:

Clarification of large-strength transitions in the beta 
decay of 11Be, J.Refsgaard et al, Phys.Rev.C 99 
(2019) 4, 044316



Table 11.1: Energy levels of 11B

Ex Jπ τm (sec) or Decay Reactions
(Mev± keV) Γ (keV)

0 3
2

− stable − 1, 10, 11, 12, 19, 22, 29, 30, 31,
34, 36, 38

2.127 ± 6 1
2

−

τm = (4.6 ± 0.6) × 10−15 γ 10, 11, 19, 22, 23, 27, 28, 36, 38
4.459 ± 8 (5

2

−

) τm = (1.17 ± 0.17) × 10−15 γ 1, 10, 12, 13, 19, 23, 28, 36, 38
5.035 ± 8 (3

2

−

) < 13 γ 1, 10, 19, 38
6.758 ± 7 (7

2

−

) < 13 γ 1, 10, (12), 13, 19, 22, 28, 38
6.808 ± 7 (3

2)− < 13 γ 1, 10, (12), 19, 22, 36
7.298 ± 6 (5

2

−

) < 13 γ 1, 10, 19, 38
7.987 ± 9 < 8 γ 10, 19, 22, 28, 38
8.568 ± 5 (1

2

+, 3
2

+
) < 8 γ 10, 19, 28, 38

8.927 ± 5 (5
2

+
) < 0.7 γ, α 1, 10, 12, 13, 19, 38

9.191 ± 5 (7
2

+
) < 0.1 γ, α 1, 10, 13, 19, 26

9.276 ± 5 (5
2

+
) 5 γ, α 1, 10, 19

9.88 ± 20 (≤ 5
2) 160 α 4, 10

10.26 (≤ 7
2) 220 α 4

10.32 ± 20 45 ± 14 19
10.62 100 α 4
11.0 670 α 4
11.46 70 α, (n) 4, 18

11.68 ± 100 (5
2

+, 7
2

+
) 140 α, n 2, 4, 12, 18

11.95 ± 80 (3
2

−, 5
2

+
) 320 α, n 2, 4, 13, 18, 38

13.16 450 α, n 2, 13, 18
14.0 300 α, n 13, 18
15.1 500 α, n 13, 18
16.77 60 d, (n), p, t 6, 7, 8, 18
16.93 100 d, p, t 7, 8
17.5 d, p 8

Three resonances are reported below Eα = 2.5MeV (1951BE13, 1954HE22): see Table 11.2.
Study of α-γ and γ-γ angular correlations, taken together with the relative γ-intensities, leads to the
following assignments: 9.28 MeV level, J = 5

2

+; 9.19 MeV, J = 5
2

−; 8.93 MeV, J = 3
2
or 5

2
; 6.81

MeV, J = 3
2

−; 4.46 MeV, J = 5
2

− ((1952JO1B) and D.H. Wilkinson, private communication). The
strength of the transition (8.92 → g.s.) implies E1 radiation (1958BI31). Angular distributions of

4

𝑆𝑝(11B) = 11.228 MeV
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠 ∼ 0.1 MeV
Γ ≤ 1keV

New narrow, near-threshold  
resonance in 11B suggested 
also by a numerical 
calculation (a posteriori)

Convenient Location of a Near-
Threshold Proton-Emitting 
Resonance in 11B, J.Okołowicz, et 
al, PRL 124 (2020) 4, 042502
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2. Parameter space and constraints

To begin to explore the parameter space of our model we
note that the particle masses must be subject to several
constraints. For the decay ψ → ϕξ to be kinematically
allowed we have the following:

mϕ þmξ < mψ : ð5Þ

Note that there is also a kinematic upper bound on the mass
of the ψ such that it is light enough for the decay B=B̄ →
ψ=ψ̄ þ baryon=antibaryonþmesons to be allowed. This
bound depends on the specific process under consideration
and the final state visible sector hadrons produced; for
instance in the example of Fig. 2 it must be the case that
mψ < mB0

d
−mΛ ≃ 4.16 GeV. A comprehensive list of the

possible decay processes and the corresponding constraint
on the ψ mass are itemized in Appendix D.
As mentioned above, DM stability is ensured by the Z2

symmetry, and the following kinematic condition:

jmξ −mϕj < mp þme: ð6Þ

The mass of a dark particle charged under baryon number
must be greater than the chemical potential of a baryon in a
stable two solar mass neutron star [31]. This leads to the
following bound3:

mψ > mϕ > 1.2 GeV: ð7Þ

Additionally, the constraint (7) automatically ensures pro-
ton stability.

The corresponding restrictions on the range of particle
masses, along with the rest of our model parameter space, is
summarized in Table II.
Note that since mψ must be heavier than the proton,

the charmed D meson is too light for our baryogenesis
mechanism to work, as mD < mp þmψ (similarly for the
kaons since mK < mp). As the top quark decays too
quickly to hadronize, the only meson systems in the SM
that allow for this baryogenesis mechanism are the neutral
B mesons.

3. Dark sector considerations

Throughout this work we remain as model independent
as possible regarding additional dark sector dynamics. Our
only assumption is the existence of the dark sector particles
ψ , ξ, and ϕ. In general the dark sector could be much richer,
containing a plethora of new particles and forces. Indeed,
scenarios in which the DM is secluded in a rich dark sector
are well motivated by top-down considerations (see for
instance [35] for a review). Additionally, there are practical
reasons to expect (should our mechanism describe reality) a
richer dark sector.
The ratio of DM to baryon energy density has been

measured to be 5.36 [2]. Therefore, for the case where ϕ is
the lightest dark sector particle, it must be the case that
mϕnϕ ∼ 5mpnB. Since ξ does not carry baryon number and
ψ decays completely, once all of the symmetric ψ compo-
nent annihilates away we will be left with nB ¼ nϕ,
implying that mϕ ∼ 5mp—inconsistent with the kinematics
of B meson decays (mϕ < mB −mbaryon). Introducing
additional dark sector baryons can circumvent this
problem.
For instance, imagine adding a stable dark sector stateA.

We assume A carries baryon number QA, and in general is
given a charge assignment which allows for A − ϕ inter-
actions (e.g., QA ¼ 1=3). Then the condition that ρDM ∼
5ρB becomes mϕnϕ þmAnA ∼ 5mpnB. Interactions such
as ϕþ A% ↔ AþA can then reduce the ϕ number density,
such that in thermodynamic equilibrium we need only
require that mA ∼ 5QAmp, while ϕ can be somewhat
heavier. In principle A may have a fractional baryon
number so that both B decay kinematics and proton
stability are not threatened.
Additionally, the visible baryon and antibaryon products

of the B decay are strongly interacting, and as such
generically annihilate in the early universe leaving only
a tiny excess of baryons which are asymmetric. Meanwhile,
the ξ and ϕ particles are weakly interacting and have
masses in the few GeV range. Since, as given the CP
violation is at most at the level of 10−3, the DM will
generically be overproduced in the early universe unless the
symmetric component of the DM undergoes additional
number density reducing annihilations. One possible res-
olution is if the dark sector contained additional states,

ξ

b̄

d
B0

d

u

d

s

Λ

ψ

Y

φ

FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process as
mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM and a
visible baryon, through the interactions of Eqs. (2) and (4).

3Note that constraints on bosonic asymmetric DM from the
black hole production in neutron stars [34] do not apply to our
model. In particular, we can avoid accumulation of ϕ particles if
they annihilate with a neutron into ξ particles. Additionally, there
can be ϕ4 repulsive self-couplings which greatly raise the
minimum number required to form a black hole.
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• If d quark couples to diquark, so may s and b quarks.
• New neutral scalar decays late, out of equilibrium, 

into 𝐵𝐵 pairs
• Before decaying, 𝐵𝐵 oscillations
• B mesons CP violating decay into baryon plus dark 

some other particle resulting from preheating.Φ is assumed
to decay, out of thermal equilibrium to b quarks and
antiquarks. We only require that Φ decays late enough
so that the Universe is cool enough ∼Oð10 MeVÞ for the b
quarks to hadronize before they decay, i.e.,

TBBN < T < TQCD:

The lower bound ensures that baryogenesis completes prior
to nucleosynthesis. Note that given a long lived scalar
particle late b quark production is rather generic—there is
no obstruction to scenarios in which Φ decays to other
heavy particles: e.g., Φ particles which mainly decays to t
quarks, or Higgs bosons, as these also will promptly decay
to b quarks. Furthermore it is very typical for and there is
no symmetry preventing scalar particles from mixing with
the Higgs boson and hence primarily decaying into b
quarks. For definiteness we will simply assume that Φ
decays out of thermal equilibrium directly into b and b̄
quarks.
The b quarks, injected into the Universe at low temper-

atures, will mostly hadronize as B mesons—B0
d, B

0
s , and

B#. Upon hadronization the neutral B0
q mesons will quickly

undergo CP violating B0
q − B̄0

q oscillations [4]. Such CPV
occurs in the SM (and is sizable in theB systems), but could
also be augmented by new physics. In this way a long lived
scalar particle realizes, rather naturally, two of the Sakharov
conditions—departure from thermal equilibrium and CPV.
Interestingly, we will find a region in parameter space
where our mechanism can work with just the CPV of the
SM, contrary to the usual lore in which the CPV condition
must come from beyond the SM physics.
Let us now address the remaining Sakharov condition:

baryon number violation. While baryon number violation
appears in the SM nonperturbatively [22] and is utilized in
leptogenesis models [23–27], the SM baryon number
violation will be suppressed at the low temperatures we

consider here (as it must to ensure the stability of ordinary
matter). It is possible to engineer models that utilize low
scale baryon number violation, but this usually requires an
arguably less than elegant construction. For instance, in the
setup of [28,29] baryon number violation occurred pri-
marily in heavy flavor changing interactions so as to
sufficiently suppress the dinucleon decay rate, which
required a very particular flavor structure. In the present
work, we assume that DM is charged under a baryon
number, thereby allowing for the introduction of a new
baryon number conserving dark-SM interactions.
If the B mesons, after oscillations, can quickly decay to

DM (plus visible sector baryons), the CPV from B0
q − B̄0

q

oscillations will be transferred to the dark sector leading to
a matter-antimatter asymmetry in both sectors. Critically,
the total baryon number of the Universe, which is now
shared by both visible and dark sectors, remains zero. In
this way we have “relaxed” the baryon number violation
Sakharov condition to an apparent baryon number violation
in the visible sector.

B. An explicit model

We now present an explicit model which realizes our
mechanism. Minimally, we introduce four new particles: a
long lived weakly coupled massive scalar particle Φ
(discussed above), an unstable Dirac fermion ψ carrying
baryon number, and two stable DM particles—a Majorana
fermion ξ and a scalar baryon ϕ. All are assumed to be
singlets under the SM gauge group. To generate effective
interactions between the dark and visible sectors, we
introduce a TeV mass, colored, electrically charged scalar
particle Y. We assume a discrete Z2 symmetry to stabilize
the DM. Table I summarizes the new fields (and their
charge assignments) introduced in this model. Possible
extensions to this minimal scenario will be considered in
later sections.

FIG. 1. Summary of our mechanism for generating the baryon asymmetry and DM relic abundance. b quarks and antiquarks are
produced during a late era in the history of the early universe, namely TRH ∼Oð10 MeVÞ, and hadronize into charged and neutral B
mesons. The neutral B0 and B̄0 mesons quickly undergo CPV oscillations before decaying out of thermal equilibrium into visible
baryons, dark sector scalar baryons ϕ, and dark Majorana fermions ξ. The total baryon number is conserved, and the dark sector
therefore carries antibaryon number. The mechanism requires a positive leptonic asymmetry in B-meson decays (Aq

ll), and the existence
of a new decay of B mesons into a baryon and missing energy. Both these observables are testable at current and upcoming collider
experiments.
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Zhakarov conditions:

1. BNV: dark decay (not really BNV because 
DM carries baryon-number)

2. Out of equilibrium: late decay
3. CPV: provided by SM!!
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• As for mesogenesis if d quark couples to diquark, so 
may s and b quarks.

• Probe this with hyperon decays (BES factory)
• Calculable! (using SU(3) flavor symmetry, ChPT)
• Various modes: 5

FIG. 1. Examples of the three possible decays of a hyperon (⇤0 in this case) into the dark sector. These correspond to the
following operator in model 2: yusy�du d s �/M2

�. [GE: Can improve. Can choose di↵erent example decays.]

[JMC: Fantastic plot! I would probably only remove the “0” superindex from ⇤]

spectively. We have also slightly relabeled the operators,

ORR
uda,db

= ✏ijk(u
i
Rd

j
Ra)(�Rd

k
Rb) ,

OLR
uda,db

= ✏ijk(u
i
Ld

j
La)(�Rd

k
Rb) , (10)

and the Wilson coe�cients, C
R
uda,db

= C1a,b and

C
L
uda,db

' 2C 0
1a,b, using those in Tab. I under our flavor

assumptions and ignoring renormalization-group e↵ects
when connecting the heavy scale M to the one charac-
teristic of the hyperon decays ⇠ 1 GeV.

At the low-energy scales involved in hyperon decays we
match to a chiral Lagrangian, where hadrons, and not
quarks and gluons, are the explicit degrees of freedom.
Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [56–64] implements
the spontaneously broken SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R chiral sym-
metry of QCD supplemented by a “power counting” that
is based on a momentum expansion p ⌧ ⇤ChPT ⇠ 1 GeV.
The pseudo-goldstone bosons are described in terms of a
unitary 3 ⇥ 3 matrix U(x),

U(x) = exp

✓
i
�(x)

f

◆
, (11)

where f is the pion decay constant and

� =

0

B@
⇡
0 + 1p

3
⌘8

p
2⇡+

p
2K+

p
2⇡� �⇡

0 + 1p
3
⌘8

p
2K0

p
2K� p

2K̄0 � 2p
3
⌘8

1

CA . (12)

Under chiral transformations (L,R) 2 SU(3)L⇥SU(3)R,
U transforms like

U ! LUR
†
. (13)

The lowest-lying J
P = 1/2+ baryon octet fields, on the

other hand, are described by a traceless 3 ⇥ 3 complex
matrix

B =

0

B@

1p
2
⌃0 + 1p

6
⇤ ⌃+

p

⌃� � 1p
2
⌃0 + 1p

6
⇤ n

⌅� ⌅0 � 2p
6
⇤

1

CA , (14)

The B fields and the variable u =
p
U transform as

u ! LuK
† = KuR

†
, B ! KBK

�1
, (15)

where

K ⌘ K(L,R,U) =
⇣p

UL†
⌘�1 ⇣p

RU

⌘
, (16)

is the so-called compensator field. For a vector transfor-
mation L = R = V one can easily see from Eqs. (16)
and (13) that K = V , responding the baryons B linearly
as an octet under the vectorial SU(3) subgroup of the
chiral group. Next, one introduces the vielbein

u
µ = i

�
u
† (@µ � il

µ)u � u (@µ � ir
µ)u†�

,

u
µ ! Ku

µ
K

†
, (17)

and a covariant derivative (and corresponding connection

�µ)

�µ =
1

2

�
u
† (@µ � ilµ)u + u (@µ � irµ)u†�

,

DµX = @µX + [�µ, X], DµX ! KDµX , (18)

where lµ and r
µ are external left- and right-handed vector

sources. One assigns the following power counting,

DµB, B̄, B ⇠ O(1), uµ ⇠ O(p) ,

Dµu⌫ , Dµu ⇠ O(p) . (19)

With these ingredients one obtains the leading chiral La-
grangian containing octet baryons

L(1)
�B = hB̄ (iD/ � M0)Bi

+
D

2
hB̄�

µ
�5{uµ, B}i +

F

2
hB̄�

µ
�5[uµ, B]i, (20)

where angle brackets indicate taking a trace, D and F

are two nonperturbative couplings, (iD/ � M0)B ⇠ O(p)
and M0 is a common mass of the octet baryons that
is obtained in the limit where the quarks are massless
(chiral limit).

3

presence of GeV-scale dark baryons in hyperon decays.
This is very timely because a large number of hyperons
are being produced and analysed at BESIII [40, 41], in
e
+
e
� collisions with energy at the invariant mass of the

J/ resonance, and at the LHCb [42]. In fact, in this
context, the BESIII collaboration has very recently re-
ported a search for totally invisible decays of ⇤ hyperons
yielding Br(⇤ ! invisible) < 7.4⇥10�5 at 90% []. More-
over, there are plans to build a Super Charm-Tau Factory
which would be dramatically increase the hyperon data
sets with richer physical information provided by polar-
ized e

+
e
� beams [43, 44].

In this paper we investigate all relevant aspects of hy-
peron decays into GeV-scale dark sectors. In particu-
lar, i) we characterize all experimentally relevant decay
modes using the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory
to predict reliably the relevant hadronic form factors; ii)
we derive astrophysical bounds on these new decay chan-
nels from SN1987A; iii) we explore indirect bounds from
LHC searches on the colored bosons needed to trigger
such decays; and iv) we derive relevant meson-oscillation
bounds on the decay operators. Importantly, we globally
consider the bounds from LHC and SN1987A and dis-
cuss the required sensitivities that searches at BES III
and LHCb need to achieve to test uncharted regions of
parameter space. Finally, we contextualize our results as
relevant for B-Mesogenesis and the neutron decay life-
time anomaly. This work is structured as follows: First,
in Section II we begin by considering the simplest writ-
ing down all possible operators that can trigger the de-
cay of Standard Model hadrons to dark sector baryons.
Then, in Section ?? we work out the relevant Chiral La-
grangian to calculate the relevant rates for hyperon de-
cay into dark sector baryons that are either radiative,
invisible or hadronic. Next, in Section ?? we use the
observations of SN1987A to set up constraints on non-
standard hyperon decays. Then, in Section ?? we de-
rive LHC constraints on the colored mediators needed
for the non-standard decay of hyperons. In Section ??
we derive indirect constraints on the operators that trig-
ger hyperon decays from their impact on kaon, D meson
and B meson mixings. Finally, in Section ?? we take a
global perspective on the parameter space and contextu-
alize our results as relevant for B-Mesogenesis and the
neutron decay anomaly. We present a summary of our
study and draw our conclusions in Section ??.

II. MODELS

The simplest way to construct a UV-complete La-
grangian that produces e↵ective operators of the type
in Eq. (1) is by introducing a new heavy colored bosonic
field. This field should couple on the one hand to two
quarks, and on the other to a quark and the dark baryon
�. There are four possible gauge-invariant realizations of

this scenario given by the following Lagrangians

L1 � � ydadb✏ijk 
i
d
j
Rad

k
Rb � y�uc 

⇤
i�u

i
Rc + h.c.,

L2 � � yuadb✏ijk�
i
u
j
Rad

k
Rb � y�dc�

⇤
i�d

i
Rc

� yQaQb✏ijk✏↵��
i
Q

j↵
LaQ

k�
Lb + h.c., (2)

L3 � � yQadb✏ijk✏↵�X
i↵
µ Q

j�
La�

µ
d
k
Rb

� y�QcX
†i↵
µ Q

i↵
Lc�

µ
�+ h.c.,

where uR, dR and QL denote the SM quark fields (in the
2-spinor notation of Ref. [45]), i, j and k the color indices,
a, b and c the generation indices and ↵ and � the SU(2)L
indices. Note that in L1 (L2) the two dR (QL) quarks
belong to di↵erent families due to the antisymmetry of
the color indices.

The field � is a SM singlet Dirac spinor with baryon
number B� = 1. Such a dark baryon must be heavy
enough to forbid the proton and all stable nuclei from
decaying, which requires [46, 47]

m > 937.993 MeV . (3)

In particular, this bound assures that the neutrons in-
side the 9Be nucleus do not undergo the decay n ! ��,
which could otherwise occur even if there are no tree-level
couplings of the heavy colored state to solely first gener-
ation quarks, as such interactions would still be induced
through loop e↵ects. If m < mn, a free neutron can un-
dergo dark decays, which will be discussed in more detail
in Sec. VII. If m > mn, the neutron remains stable with
respect to dark decays, but heavier baryons and mesons
can experience such exotic decays [48, 49].

The new heavy colored mediator particles are: The
color triplet scalars  = (3, 1) 2

3
and � = (3, 1)� 1

3
, and

the color triplet vector Xµ = (3, 2) 1
6
. Note that the

two latter particles carry the quantum numbers of lepto-
quarks, although proton decay is forbidden because in
our models baryon number is conserved. In the first
model such couplings are not allowed by gauge invari-
ance. Direct LHC searches for new colored states set a
lower bound on the  , � and Xµ masses of [50, 51]

M > 1.2 TeV . (4)

At the lower energies relevant for hadron decays the
heavy colored states can then be integrated out, leading
to the following four-fermion e↵ective Lagrangian

Le↵ = Cab,cOab,c + C
0
ab,cO0

ab,c,

Oab,c = ✏ijk(u
i
Rad

j
Rb)(�Rd

k
Rc),

O0
ab,c = ✏ijk✏↵�(Qi↵

LaQ
j�
Lb)(�Rd

k
Rc), (5)

where C
(0)
ab,c ⇠ 1/M2 are Wilson coe�cients. Depending

on the flavor structure, these operators can give rise to
a variety of neutron and hyperon decays into SM states
and dark particles, identified experimentally as missing
energy.

Assume:

and

4

Model M2 Cab,c M2 C0
ab,c

1 �(ydcdb � ydbdc)y�ua 0

2 �yuadby�dc 0

3 0 2yQadcy�Qb

TABLE I. Contributions of the models to the Wilson coe�-
cients of the operators O

(0)
ab,c. [ME: put here the QN of

the mediators]

In deriving the e↵ective Lagrangians in (5) we have
used Fierz relations to express the current-current oper-
ators produced by the exchange of Xµ (model 3) in terms
of the scalar operator O0

ab,c [52]. An additional operator
of the type

O00
ab,c = ✏ijk(d

i
Rad

j
Rb)(�Ru

k
Rc) , (6)

is produced directly by the exchange of  in model 1;
however, this can be related to the previous operators
also by means of the Fierz relations [45],

O00
ab,c = Ocb,a � Oca,b . (7)

The contributions of the three models to this e↵ective
Lagrangian is shown in Table I. The operators in Le↵ are
the only dimension-six ones that are SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) in-
variant and include SM quark fields coupled to the singlet
field � linearly.

In addition to the e↵ective couplings in Eq. (5), the
dark particle � may have interactions with other dark
sector particles (this indeed is a requirement in the Meso-
genesis framework to avoid washing out any generated
baryon asymmetry). A minimal model for such a sce-
nario is provided by including the Lagrangian term

L � y⇠��̄⇠� + h.c. , (8)

where ⇠ and � are now 4-component Dirac spinors and
� is a complex scalar, both singlets under the SM gauge
group. Conservation of baryon number implies that B⇠+
B� = 1. Assuming a Z2 symmetry under which ⇠ and �

are odd and all other particles are even excludes a direct
coupling of ⇠ analogous to the � couplings in Eqs. (2)–
(2); as a bonus, the discrete symmetry assures that the
lightest among ⇠ and � is stable and becomes a candidate
for dark matter. Stability of nuclei against decays to
⇠ + � is guaranteed by the requirement m = m⇠ + m� >

937.993 MeV, with similar implications to those discussed
below Eq. (3).

III. HYPERON DECAYS

[GE: New section added (maybe combine later):]

The e↵ective Lagrangian in Eq. (5) induces interac-
tions between � and baryons. In particular, if the inter-
actions of � involve a strange quark, this leads to vari-
ous new decay channels for hyperons. Given an initial
state ⇤0 (uds), ⌃0 (uds), ⌃+ (uus), ⌃+ (dds), ⌅0 (uss)
and ⌅� (dss), we will compute the exclusive branching
fractions for the following decays

• Fully invisible hyperon decays.

• Hyperon decay to ⇡
0 ,± and missing energy.

• Hyperon decays to photon and missing energy.

A sample decay for each of these processes is shown in
Fig. 1.

Given the exclusive branching fractions for each pro-
cess, it is possible to use current and upcoming hyperon
factories to search for dark baryon sectors or set con-

straints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators O(0)
ab,c

for each model in Table I. These are then to be com-
pared with LHC searches (Sec. ??) and, for some flavor
combinations, to bounds from SN 1987A (Sec. ??). Fi-
nally, flavor observables also set constraints on products
of couplings that enter in the same Wilson coe�cients
(Sec. ??). Therefore, exotic hyperon decays with miss-
ing energy and baryon-number violating signatures are
theoretically highly motivated as they probe the models
that would be responsible for Mesogenesis or the neu-
tron lifetime anomaly. The prediction of the hyperon
exclusive branching fractions induced by the operators
in eq. (5) requires as input the relevant baryonic form
factors, which can be computed within the framework of
chiral e↵ective field theory. We follow the formalism in-
troduced for proton decay in the context of GUTs in [53]
(see also [54, 55]).

IV. MATCHING TO THE CHIRAL EFT

[GE: need to discuss results]

In order to connect the e↵ective Lagrangian in Eq. (5)
to the operators triggering hyperon decays to dark
baryons, one needs to break up the doublets and rotate
the quark fields from the gauge to the mass bases. For
simplicity we assume that the right-handed fields and dL

are defined in their mass basis. Focusing on the cou-
plings to the light quarks and neglecting contributions
suppressed by � ⇠ Vus ' 0.22, one obtains

Le↵ � C
R
ud,dORR

ud,d + C
L
ud,dOLR

ud,d

+ C
R
ud,sORR

ud,s + C
R
us,dORR

us,d + C
L
ud,sOLR

ud,s + C
L
us,dOLR

us,d

+ C
R
us,sO

RR
us,s + C

L
us,sOLR

us,s, (9)

where the operators in the first, second and third line
correspond to strangeness changes �S = 0, 1 and 2, re-
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The BNV operators in Eq. (9) have well defined
SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R transformations and this allows one
to find their counterparts in the chiral EFT [53]. For in-
stance, ORR

uda,db
and OLR

uda,db
transform as (1, 8) and (3̄, 3)

under SU(3)L ⇥SU(3)R, respectively.1 To construct the
chiral representation of the e↵ective Lagrangian we treat
the coe�cients C

R and C
L as spurions transforming as

components of an (1, 8) and a (3, 3̄) under SU(3)L ⇥
SU(3)R, respectively. Defining Ĉ

L,R
nm ⌘ 1

2

P
i,j ✏mijC

L,R
ij,n ,

so that Ĉ
R ! RĈ

R
R

† and Ĉ
L ! RĈ

L
L
†, the chiral

representation of the e↵ective Lagrangian is, at leading
order,

L(0)
e↵,ChPT = ↵

⌦
Ĉ

L
u
†
BR�Ru

†↵ + �
⌦
Ĉ

R
u
†
BR�Ru

↵
, (21)

where ↵ and � are two new nonperturbative couplings.

With the Lagrangian in Eq. (21) we can compute all
the relevant matrix elements involving the decays of hy-
perons including any possible number of pions in the final
state at leading order in the chiral expansion. For the cal-
culations, we take the numerical inputs 2

f = f⇡ = 92.4
MeV from pion decay, D = 0.80 and F = 0.46 from a
leading order fit using Eq. (20) to semileptonic hyperon
decays [65] and ↵ ' �� = �0.014(2) GeV3 is obtained
from lattice QCD calculations [55].

In the calculation of the matrix elements we also im-
plement some contributions which are of higher order in
the chiral expansion. On one hand, we use the phys-
ical masses of the octet baryons instead of the com-

mon SU(3)-symmetric value M0 in L(1)
�B . This is equiv-

alent to introducing SU(3)-breaking corrections starting
at O(p2), which already provide an accurate description
of the data. On the other hand, the BNV radiative decays
B ! � are induced by the anomalous magnetic moment
of B, which formally enters in the SU(3)-symmetric limit
at O(p2). In our calculation we use the experimental val-
ues for these quantities, described by

Lph =
eB0B

4mp
B̄0

�
µ⌫BFµ⌫ , (22)

where B0B is the experimental value of the magnetic
moment expressed already in nuclear magnetons, µN =
e/2mp.3

1
Note that 3 ⌦ 3 = 3̄ � 6, but only the antisymmetric irrep 3̄

is possible due to the simultaneous action of the antisymmetric

color tensor. Similarly, the purely singlet representation (1,1) is

identically zero.
2
The normalization of the pion field � di↵ers from that in Ref. [53]

by a factor of
p
2. Hence the value of the decay constant in [53]

is correspondingly larger, 131 MeV.
3
The value of the ⌃

0
magnetic moment and the sign of the ⇤⌃

0
-

transition one are not known experimentally. We use those pre-

dicted by ChPT µ⌃0 = 0.66 µN and µ⇤⌃0 = +1.58 µN [66] (the

experimental absolute value agrees with the latter prediction at

a few-percent level).
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FIG. 2. Branching ratio of neutral Hyperons into a purely
invisible final state, with dark sector particle masses and cou-
plings fixed to m� = 0.95m�, m⇠ = 0.04m�, and y⇠� = 1.
Di↵erent colors correspond to di↵erent decaying Hyperons,
while di↵erent line styles represent di↵erent orderings of the
down-type quarks in Eq. (9). We fix the Wilson coe�cient
to the one that roughly saturates the LHC constraints on the
mediators as detailed in the text. The branching fractions for
other Wilson coe�cients can be obtained simply by noting
that BR / C2.

Finally, for the masses of the dark-sector particles un-
der consideration in this work, of the order of 1 GeV, the
final photons and pions produced in the hyperon decays
carry energies ⇠ 100 MeV. This is quite smaller than
the cuto↵ of the EFT, ⇤ChPT, and the ChPT predic-
tions are expected to be reliable. This is di↵erent to the
typical kinematics encountered in GUT-induced proton
decay, such as p ! ⇡

0
e
+, where the SM particles recoil

with a higher energy and the predictions are less reliable
(see [55] for a detailed discussion).

A. Matrix elements B ! vac

We start first by defining the matrix elements,

h0|✏ijk(uiT
CPLd

j
a)PRd

k
b |B(p)i = �

L
BPRu(p) ,

h0|✏ijk(uiT
CPRd

j
a)PRd

k
b |B(p)i = �

R
BPRu(p), (23)

in terms of 4-component spinors as in Ref. [54, 55], where
C is the charge-conjugation matrix, B is an octet baryon
with valence-quark composition (udadb), and u(p) is the
corresponding spinor. Expanding Eq. (21) at zeroth or-
der in the meson fields one obtains predictions for the

baryon decay constants �
L(R)
B . These are proportional

to ↵ (�) with coe�cients shown in Table II. The corre-
sponding decay rate for B ! ⇠� is thus given by

�B!⇠� =
|~k|

8⇡mB
|y⇠�|2 |CL(R)

uda,db
|2 HL(R)

B , (24)
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FIG. 3. [GE: copy pasted from WP] Branching ratios of Hyperons into a dark baryon and a pion as a function of the dark
baryon mass. The left panel shows the branching ratios for the decays induced by the left-handed type of operators, while the
right panel corresponds to right-handed ones, as defined in Eq. (9). Di↵erent colors correspond to di↵erent decaying Hyperons,
while di↵erent line styles represent di↵erent orderings of the down-type quarks in Eq. (9). For all of them, we fix the Wilson
coe�cient to the one that roughly saturates the LHC constraints on the mediators as detailed in the text. The branching
fractions for other Wilson coe�cients can be obtained simply by noting that BR / C2.

FIG. 4. Contributions to B ! ⇡ form factors at leading
order O(p0) induced by the chiral representation of the BNV
operators. The arrow indicates the flow of baryon number,
the box is an insertion of a BNV coupling from L

(0)
e↵,ChPT and

the dot is the leading-order strong pion-baryon coupling.

Process Operator Chirality cB

⇤ ! ⇡0 (us)d L �
1p
6

⌃0
! ⇡0 (us)d L 1p

2

⌃+
! ⇡+ (us)d L, R 1p

2
, 1p

2

⌃�
! ⇡� (us)d L, R 1p

2
,� 1p

2

⌅0
! ⇡0 (us)s L, R �

1
2 , 1

2

⌅�
! ⇡� (us)s L, R 1p

2
,� 1p

2

TABLE IV. Contact-term contributions to the form factors of
B ! ⇡ in eq. (28) expressed as WL,ct

0B = ↵cLB/f and WR,ct
0B =

�cRB/f .

C. Matrix elements B ! �

We can parametrize the matrix elements of the radia-
tive decays B ! �� induced by the hyperon magnetic

Process Operator 103
⇥ F

L
B [GeV5] 103

⇥ F
R
B [GeV5]

⇤ ! ⇡0 (us)d 3.5 0.44

⌃0
! ⇡0

m� [GeV]

0.94 1.05 0.94 1.05

(us)d 11 12 1.1 0.11

(ud)s 4.4 0.46 4.4 0.46

(u[d), s] – – 1.1 0.11

⌃+
! ⇡+

m� [GeV]

0.94 1.05 0.94 1.05

(us)d 13 11 13 11

(ud)s 4.4 0.46 4.4 0.46

(u[d), s] – – 10 12

⌅�
! ⇡�

m� [GeV]

0.94 1.15 0.94 1.15

(us)s 10 13 15 15

TABLE V. Predictions for the F
L(R)
B evaluated for di↵erent

� masses. In case of ⇤ ! ⇡, m� = 0.94 GeV. The notation
(u[d), s] represents the combination CR

ud,s�CR
us,d given by the

Model 1, eqs. (2) and (7).

moments as

h�(k)|✏ijk(uiT
CPLd

j
a)PRd

k
b |B(p)i =

iµN[V L
B0(q

2)�µ⌫
PR + V

L
B1(q

2)q/�µ⌫
PL]u(p)"⇤µk⌫ , (34)

where "
µ(k) is the polarization vector of the photon,

µN = e/2mp is the nuclear magneton and V
L
B0,1(q

2)
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FIG. 5. Branching ratio of neutral Hyperons into a dark
baryon accompanied by a photon. We fix the Wilson coe�-
cient to the one that roughly saturates the LHC constraints
on the mediators as detailed in the text. The branching frac-
tions for other Wilson coe�cients can be obtained simply by
noting that BR / C2.

FIG. 6. Contributions to B ! � form factors at leading
order O(p) induced by the chiral representation of the BNV
operators. The arrow indicates the flow of baryon number,
the box is an insertion of a BNV coupling from L

(0)
e↵,ChPT and

the dot is the anomalous magnetic moment of the hyperons
(vertex starting O(p2) in the chiral Lagrangian).

are the corresponding form factors. A similar def-
inition V

R
B0,1(q

2) follows for the matrix elements of

✏ijk(uiT
CPRd

j
a)PRd

k
b . In the chiral EFT, the leading-

order contribution enters at O(p) (an order higher than in
the pionic decays) and is given exclusively by baryon-pole
contributions, shown in Fig. 6. Higher-order BNV chiral
operators, including the photon field and with unknown
coe�cients, can be constructed by including Fµ⌫ or co-
variant derivatives acting on the u and u

† fields; however,
none give contact-term contributions to the form factors
at O(p). The diagram in Fig. 6 gives,

V
L,R
B0 = mB0V

L,R
B1 =

�
L,R
B0 BB0

q2 � m2
B0

, (35)

where BB0 , defined in (22), is the value of the magnetic
moment of the B ! B0 transition (simply B in case of
diagonal couplings) in units of the nuclear magneton and
�
L
B0 are the coe�cients defined in eq. (23). The di↵erent

contributions to the various radiative hyperon decays are
shown in Tab. VI.

Decay Operator B0 aB0BB0

n ! � (ud)d n n

⇤ ! �
(ud)s ⇤ �

q
2
3⇤

(us)d ⇤, ⌃0
�

⇤p
6
,
⇤⌃0p

2

⌃0
! �

(ud)s ⇤ �

q
2
3⇤⌃0

(us)d ⇤, ⌃0
�

⇤⌃0p
6

,
⌃0p

2

⌅0
! � (us)s ⌅0 ⌅0

TABLE VI. Coe�cients for the baryon-pole contributions to
the form factors of B ! � in eq. (35) where we have factored
out the chiral parameters ↵ or �.

The decay rate of B ! �� in the B rest frame is

�B!�� =
↵em

2m2
p

|~k|
mB

|CL(R)
uda,db

|2GL(R)
B , (36)

where ↵em = e
2
/4⇡ is the structure constant, ~k the three-

momentum of the decay products in the B rest frame,
and

GL(R)
B =

(m2
B � m

2
�)2

mB

✓
m

2
�

⇣
V

L(R)
B1

⌘2
+
⇣
V

L(R)
B0

⌘2
◆

= (�L(R)
B0 )22

BB0
m

2
B0 + m

2
�

mB

(m2
B � m

2
�)2

(m2
B0 � m2

�)2
, (37)

where in the second line we have replaced the form factors
by the chiral predictions in eq. (35) at q2 = m

2
�. In decays

where only the diagram with B = B0 contributes (see
Tab. VI) the poles cancel exactly. On the other hand,
in cases where B 6= B0 the pole enhancement can give
rise to a large resonant contribution to the rate when
m� ' mB0 . However, this can only occur for the decays
of the ⌃0 when m� ' m⇤, whose lifetime is nonetheless
dominated by the standard radiative decays ⌃0 ! ⇤�
and a contribution to the total rate from the BNV decay
would only be significant for a finely tuned m�.5

D. Summary

Branching fractions are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 5. Ta-
ble IX shows the relevant decay modes given the require-
ment that the dark particle be GeV scale to forbid proton
decay, Eq. (??).

5
Note that in the extreme case where m� = m⇤ one resolves the

(weak) width of the ⇤ in the propagator in Fig. 6, and we have

the following scaling of the branching fraction, BR(⌃
0 ! ��) ⇠

|CL(R)
uda,db

|2/G2
F . This is just the same scaling that one obtains

for the BNV decay rates of the other hyperons relative to the

weak decay rates that are responsible for their width.

• Large Br’s – possibly
• Complimenarity of modes



LHC signatures

Φ can be singly produced through  u d è Φ
or pair produced via gluon fusion  g g è Φ Φ

2 jets,  monojet + MET

2 jets + MET,   3 jets + MET,   4 jets  

Collider signatures involve:

q
|�q��| & 3⇥ 10�3
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+ absence of signal



Dark matter

Model 1:   non-thermal DM production

Model 2:   (a)  DM non-thermally produced

(b)  DM thermally produced 

Observed DM relic 
abundance:

DM annihilation

( Allahverdi, Dev, Dutta, PLB 02, 019 (2018) )
χ

(and ~1GeV masses)



Neutron star constraints
• McKeen, Nelson, Reddy & 

Zhou, arXiv:1802.08244 [hep-ph]

• Baym, Beck, Geltenbort & Shelton, 
arXiv:1802.08282 [hep-ph]

• Motta, Guichon & Thomas, 
J. Phys. G 45 05LT01 (2018), 
arXiv:1802.08427 [nucl-th]

Neutron dark decay channel and no DM self-interactions 
imply neutron star masses < 0.8 M¤

arXiv:1802.08244 

Dark matter repulsive self-interactions can block dark 
decays and allow the observed neutron star masses
DM-neutron cross repulsive interactions, energy cost for 
converting neutrons to DM                   BG, Kouvaris, Nielsen, 1811.06546



Dark decay models with SIDM
Complete models:

Cline & Cornell, Dark decay of the neutron, JHEP 07 (2018) 081 

Karananas & Kassiteridis, Small-scale structure from neutron 
dark decay, JCAP 09 (2018) 036

arXiv:1803.04961
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n ! ��or



Hydrogen decay
McKeen, Pospelov, e-Print: 2003.02270
McKeen et al, PRL125 (2020) 231803 , 2006.15140
Fornal et al, PLB 811 (2020) 135869
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⌫e�
�

H

FIG. 1. Radiative hydrogen decay in the neutron mixing
model. A similar diagram can be drawn in the toy model
and EFT we consider where we replace ⌫ and � with � or `
and b, respectively.

Such models have often been considered in the context
of asymmetric dark matter (see, e.g. [16]). As mentioned
above, in the toy model of Eq. (1), if m� < M then
H ! �� proceeds emitting a monochromatic photon of
energy ! = Q = M �m�.

We also consider a simple setup involving two exotic,
light neutral fermions, ` and b, carrying L = 1 and B = 1,
respectively. These can interact with the electron and
proton through a dimension-6 operator. For simplicity,
we consider the scalar-scalar operator,

L`b =
1

⇤2
(b̄ p)(¯̀e). (8)

Of course, depending on the UV completion, other
Lorentz structures are possible. Also depending on the
UV completions are the strengths of the operators that
could induce related processes such as neutron decay. For
instance, given the scalar in Eq. (1), one might expect
⌫̄
c
n� to exist, while (b̄ n)(¯̀⌫) could exist in the EFT.

These operators are necessarily generated in the presence
of (1) and (8) at loop level, but because of the model
dependence of their strengths, we do not discuss them
further.

As in the neutron-mixing model, the stability of 9Be
(and the proton) is ensured if m` +mb > 937.993 MeV.
If m` +mb = M �Q < M , H ! `b occurs through (8).
We assume that �, `, and b are either stable on the scale
of the Borexino experiment or that they decay into dark
sector states so that they do not leave any other visible
signature. If mb or m` is zero, then the rate for this
decay is parametrically the same as in Eq. (5). When m`

and mb are comparable, the rate scales di↵erently with
Q. Taking m` = mb for definiteness, the decay rate is

�H!`b ' | (0)|2
p

M3Q

4
p
2⇡⇤4

=
�
3⇥ 1027 s

��1

r
Q

me

✓
100 PeV

⇤

◆4

.

(9)

For m` = 0 the radiative branching ratio is the same
as in the neutron-mixing case in (6) while for mb = 0 it

is simply half that. Given the similarity of the m`,b = 0
rates to the neutron-mixing case, we will not consider
these points in parameter space further, noting that lim-
its can simply be translated from the neutron-mixing
case.
For equal masses, m` = mb, the photon spectrum in

radiative H decay is slightly harder than in neutron mix-
ing, peaked at ! = 2Q/3,

dBrH!`b�

d!
'

↵

2⇡

!

m2
e

r
1�

!

Q
. (10)

We now move on to discuss the experimental signature
of these scenarios from radiative hydrogen decay.
Decays at Borexino.—The Borexino solar neutrino

experiment contains a large amount of radio-pure or-
ganic scintillator, and thus hydrogen atoms, in a low-
background environment. Its extreme radio-purity allows
the threshold for the detection of electromagnetic energy
depositions to be reduced down to ⇠ 200 keV set by the
14C background. It is therefore the most promising ex-
periment to search for the radiative decay of hydrogen.
The fiducial volume of Borexino is O(100 t) of pseudoc-
umene which is about 10% hydrogen by weight. This
means that, in the neutron-mixing model, the total ra-
diative hydrogen decay rate at Borexino is about

4⇥ 104

100 t day

✓
✓

10�9

◆2 ✓
Q

me

◆4 ✓
fmol

0.5

◆
, (11)

where the last factor,

fmol ⌘

����
 mol(0)

 (0)

����
2

, (12)

represents the reduction in the probability of finding the
electron at the location of the proton in the molecular
state from that in atomic hydrogen. We somewhat con-
servatively normalize this to 0.5; note that the value of
fmol in simple hydrocarbons, e.g., methane [17], can be
slightly larger than this.
In the scalar toy model, since the radiative mode is the

leading decay mode and the photon is emitted monochro-
matically, it is more physically meaningful to parame-
terize the number of radiative decays simply by the H
lifetime than by �. The number of events expected at
Borexino is then

3⇥ 103

100 t day

✓
1032 s

⌧H

◆
. (13)

For the e↵ective operator of (8) with m` = mb, the
total photon production rate is roughly

2⇥ 104

100 t day

✓
100 PeV

⇤

◆4 ✓
Q

me

◆4 ✓
fmol

0.5

◆
. (14)

Given that the total rate of electromagnetic energy
deposition seen at Borexino above 225 keV is about

• Electron capture in H
• Probes sensitively same 

region as DM hypothesis:
𝑚6 < 𝑚7 +𝑚8 = 938.783 MeVB. Fornal, B. Grinstein and Y. Zhao Physics Letters B 811 (2020) 135869

method to search for χ . Since in this case χ carries baryon num-
ber B = 1, as the Earth moves through the dark matter halo in 
our galaxy, χ can be captured by atomic nuclei through its mixing 
with the neutron. We explore the prospects of using large volume 
neutrino experiments and dark matter detectors to look for such 
processes.

2. Preliminaries

The operator ε i jkuc
i Rd jRdkR χ̄/#2 induces mixing between the 

dark matter particle χ and the neutron. At the hadron level, such 
a theory, including also the neutron magnetic moment interaction, 
is described by the effective Lagrangian

Leff = n̄
(

i/∂ − mn + gne
8mn

σ µν Fµν

)
n

+ χ̄
(
i/∂ − mχ

)
χ + ε (n̄ χ + χ̄ n) , (2)

where the model-dependent mixing parameter ε ∼ b/#2 (with 
b = 0.0144(3)(21) GeV3 [16]) and gn is the neutron g-factor. One 
of the possible particle physics realizations involves a heavy color 
triplet scalar mediating the mixing between the dark matter and 
the neutron [1]. The resulting dark matter mass eigenstate contains 
a small admixture of the neutron,

|χ〉′ = |χ〉 + ε

mn − mχ
|n〉 (3)

and vice versa. In this scenario, if energetically allowed, the neu-
tron decays to χ and a photon at a rate

()n→χγ = g2
ne2

128π

(

1 −
m2

χ

m2
n

)3
mn ε2

(mn − mχ )2 . (4)

A branching fraction for this dark decay channel at the level of 
1% would explain the neutron lifetime anomaly. The allowed dark 
matter mass range is

937.993 MeV < mχ < 938.783 MeV , (5)

where the lower bound assures that none of the stable nuclei un-
dergo dark decays, whereas the upper bound is necessary for the 
stability of χ (with respect to β decay).

Fig. 1 shows the values of the dimensionless parameter ε/(mn−
mχ ) that yield the neutron dark decay n → χγ branching frac-
tions: 1% (red curve), 0.5% (green) and 0.1% (blue), for dark matter 
masses in the range specified in Eq. (5). The boundaries of the or-
ange and gray-shaded regions correspond to the 90% confidence 
level upper limits on ε/(mn −mχ ) based on the analysis of the 
low-energy photon spectrum of the Borexino data conducted in 
Ref. [11] and the direct search for n → χγ [9], respectively.

3. Dark matter capture

Thus far, it has not been appreciated that in models with a mix-
ing between the dark matter and the neutron, it is possible for the 
dark matter particle to be captured by atomic nuclei. This process 
can be interpreted as a nuclear capture of an off-shell neutron with 
a mass and kinetic energy equal to those of the dark matter parti-
cle.

The capture of χ on a nucleus (A, Z) leads to

χ + (A, Z) → (A + 1, Z)∗ → (A + 1, Z) + γc , (6)

where γc denotes a single photon or a cascade of photons from the 
de-excitation of (A + 1, Z)∗ to the ground state. For nonrelativistic 
χ (vχ ' c), the total energy of the cascade is

Fig. 1. The values of ε/(mn −mχ ) in units of 10−10 (as a function of the dark matter 
mass mχ ) that yield the neutron dark decay branching fractions: 1% (red curve), 
0.5% (green) and 0.1% (blue). For dark matter masses mχ < 937.993 MeV stable 
nuclei would undergo dark decays, whereas for mχ > 938.783 MeV the dark matter 
χ would be unstable with respect to β decays. The boundaries of the orange and 
gray-shaded regions are the upper limits on ε/(mn −mχ ) derived from the Borexino 
data in Ref. [11] and from the direct search for n → χγ [9], respectively, both at 
the 90% confidence level.

Ec = S(n) − (mn − mχ ) , (7)

where S(n) is the neutron separation energy in (A + 1, Z), and we 
neglected the kinetic energy of χ . Given Eq. (3), the cross section 
for dark matter capture can be written as

σχ = σn∗
ε2

(mn − mχ )2 , (8)

where σn∗ is the cross section for the capture of an off-shell neu-
tron, or, approximately, a particle with identical properties as the 
neutron, but with mass mχ and kinetic energy Ek equal to the ki-
netic energy of χ .

In the energy region of the capture state far away from reso-
nances, the only contribution to the cross section σn∗ comes from 
the nonresonant (NR) channel capture. This contribution was cal-
culated for standard neutron capture in Ref. [17] (see also [18]), 
and in our case it can be written as

σ NR
n∗ = 0.062

R
√

Ek

Z 2

A2

∑

f

µ
2 J f + 1

6(2I + 1)
Sdp W (y f ) , (9)

where

W (x) = (x + 3)2

(x + 1)2 x2
[

1 + (R − as)

R
x(x + 2)

x + 3

]2

. (10)

The sum is over all the final states resulting from the emission 
of the first photon in each cascade. In the above equations I , J f , 
Sdp , as and R are: the target spin, the final state spin, the spec-
troscopic factor, the coherent scattering length (roughly equal to 
the potential scattering radius) and the nuclear radius, respectively. 
The variable µ takes the following values: if I = 0 then µ = 1; if 
I )= 0 then µ = 1 for J f = I ± 3/2 and µ = 2 for J f = I ± 1/2. The 
parameter y f is given by

y f =
√

2mχ E f

h̄
R , (11)

where E f is the energy of the first emitted photon.
The first term inside the brackets in Eq. (10) corresponds to 

hard sphere capture, whereas the second term represents the con-
tribution from distant resonances. Since mχ ≈ mn , the only differ-

2

Light brown region excluded
using Borexino data 
reinterpreted as 

𝐻 → 𝛾 + 𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔



Other solutions to the 
neutron lifetime puzzle

Neutrino mode
Ivanov, Hollwieser, Troitskaya, Wellenzohn, Berdnikov, arXiv:1806.10107 
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FIG. 4: The Feynman diagrams, describing the contribution of the n ↔ χ transitions to the neutron mass.

FIG. 5: The Feynman diagrams, describing the amplitude of the neutron dark matter decay n → χ+ "+ "̄.

diagram in Fig. 4. Having removed the contributions of the second term by renormalization of the mass and wave
function of the neutron we propose to estimate the coupling constant gχ from the contribution of the first term in
Eq.(38) to the neutron mass. Skipping intermediate calculations we get

δmn↔χ =
2g2χm

3
n

m2
n −m2

χ
"

g2χm
2
n

mn −mχ
, (39)

where we have taken into account that mχ ! mn. According to [3], the neutron mass is equal to mn =
939.565413(6)MeV. This means that the mass correction δmn↔χ should be smaller than δmn↔χ < 6 × 10−6MeV.
This gives the following constraint on the coupling constant gχ: |gχ| < 2.45× 10−3√mn −mχ/mn, where masses are
measured in MeV. The coupling constant gχ is dimensionless. According to Babu and Mohapatra [68] the first two
terms in the Lagrangian Eq.(38) should induce also n ↔ χ oscillations (see Eq.(14) of Ref.[68]). This effect demands
a special analysis, which goes beyond the scope of this paper.

C. UV completion for effective interaction Eq.(5)

The amplitude of the dark matter decays n → χ+ #+ #̄, where # = e−, νe and #̄ = e+, ν̄e, respectively, is defined by
the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5. The analytical expressions for the amplitudes of the decays n → χ+ #+ #̄ are given
by

M(n → χ+ #+ #̄)Fig.5a =
gχe2χ
2

[ūχ(%kχ,σχ)γ
µ(1 + γ5)un(%kn,σn)]

−ηµν +
qµqν
M2

Z′

M2
Z′ − q2 − i0

× [ū#(%k#)γ
ν(1− γ5)v#̄(%k#̄,σ#̄)] (40)

and

M(n → χ+ #+ #̄)Fig.5b = −
gχe2χ
2

m2
n

m2
n −m2

χ
[ūχ(%kχ,σχ)γ

µ(1 + γ5)un(%kn,σn)]

−ηµν +
qµqν
M2

Z′

M2
Z′ − q2 − i0

× [ū#(%k#)γ
ν(1− γ5)v#̄(%k#̄,σ#̄)]. (41)

Summing up the contributions of the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5 we obtain the amplitude of the neutron dark matter
decays n → χ+ #+ #̄

M(n → χ+ # + #̄) = −
gχe2χ
2M2

Z′

m2
χ

m2
n −m2

χ

[

ūχ(%kχ,σχ)γ
µ(1 + γ5)un(%kn,σn)

] M2
Z′

M2
Z′ − q2 − i0

(

− ηµν +
qµqν
M2

Z

)

× [ū#(%k#)γ
ν(1− γ5)v#̄(%k#̄,σ#̄)]. (42)

Assuming that M2
Z′ ' q2 we arrive at the amplitude

M(n → χ+ #+ #̄) =
gχe2χ
2M2

Z′

m2
χ

m2
n −m2

χ

[

ūχ(%kχ,σχ)γ
µ(1 + γ5)un(%kn,σn)

]

[ū#(%k#)γ
ν(1 − γ5)v#̄(%k#̄,σ#̄)], (43)

𝝌𝒆#𝒆! is  phase space suppressed relative to 𝝌𝝂𝝂
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FIG. 2: The probability distribution of the neutron dark matter decay n → χ + e− + e+ Eq.(10), calculated at a(dm) = 0,
as a function of the electron energy and the mass mχ of the dark matter fermion is plotted in the electron–energy region

me ≤ E− ≤ E (−+)
0 for mχ = 937.9MeV (red), mχ = 938.2MeV (blue), and mχ = 938.5MeV (green), respectively.

IV. RATE AND ANTINEUTRINO–ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEUTRON
DARK MATTER DECAY MODE n → χ+ νe + ν̄e

For the calculation of the rate of the dark matter decay mode n → χ + νe + ν̄e we have to calculate the
antineutrino(neutrino)–energy and angular distribution of this mode. The antineutrino–energy and angular dis-
tribution of the neutron dark matter decay mode n → χ+ νe+ ν̄e for the unpolarized massive fermions can be defined
by

d3λn→χ νeν̄e(Eν̄ ,$kν̄ ,$kν)

dEν̄dΩ
= (1 + 3λ2)

G2
F |Vud|2

8π4
(E0 − Eν̄)

2 E2
ν̄ ζ

(dm)
(

1 + a(dm)
$kν̄ · $kν
Eν̄Eν

)

, (11)

where the correlation coefficients ζ(dm) and a(dm) are given in Eq.(7), and dΩ = sinϑdϑdϕ is the infinitesimal solid
angle of the antineutrino–neutrino 3–momentum correlations $kν̄ · $kν = Eν̄Eν cosϑ. The end–point energy of the
antineutrino–energy spectrum E0 is equal to E0 = (m2

n−m2
χ)/2mn = mn−mχ and taken to leading order in the large

dark matter fermion and neutron mass expansion. The rate of the decay mode n → χ+ νe + ν̄e is equal to

λn→χ νeν̄e = (1 + 3λ2) ζ(dm) G
2
F |Vud|2

2π3

E5
0

30
=
ζ(dm)

τnfn

E5
0

30
=
τ (beam)
n − τ (bottle)n

τ (beam)
n τ (bottle)n

= 1.1× 10−5 s−1, (12)

where we have used 1/τn = (1+3λ2)G2
F |Vud|2fn/2π3, τn = 879.6 s and fn = 0.0616MeV5, which is the Fermi integral

of the neutron β−–decay [4]. Now we may define the correlation coefficient ζ(dm)

ζ(dm) = 1.1× 10−5 × 30
τnfn
E5
0

=
0.018

(mn −mχ)5
, (13)

where mn −mχ is measured in MeV. The correlation coefficient ζ(dm) or the dimensionless coupling constant Eq.(13)
can be used for the analysis of the low–energy electron–neutron inelastic e− + n → χ+ e− scattering. The estimate
Eq.(13) is also valid if we replace τn = 879.6 s by τn = 888.0 s.

V. ELECTRON ASYMMETRY OF NEUTRON DECAYS WITH POLARIZED NEUTRON AND
UNPOLARIZED MASSIVE DECAY FERMIONS

Keeping in mind that the UCNA and PERKEO Collaborations are able in principle to observe the dark matter
decay mode n → χ + e− + e+ for electron–positron kinetic energies T−+ < 100 keV we calculate the contribution of
the decay mode n → χ+ e− + e+ to the electron asymmetry of the neutron β−–decay. Following [4] we calculate the
contribution of the neutron dark matter decay n → χ+ e− + e+ to the electron asymmetry

Aexp =
{

A(SM)(Ee) +Θ(E(−+)
0 − Ee)

(E(−+)
0 +me − Ee)

√

(E(−+)
0 − Ee)(E(−+)

0 + 2me − Ee)

(E0 − Ee)2

×
(

−
2

1 + 3λ2
(

Re(hV h̄
∗
A) + |h̄A|2

)

−A0
1

1 + 3λ2
(

|hV |2 + 3|h̄A|2
)

)} 1

2
βePn(cos θ1 + cos θ2), (14)

Search for  e�n ! e��
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Other solutions to the 
neutron lifetime puzzle

Considering only the 2002+ measurements of gA
the bottle neutron lifetime is favored; there is no 
puzzle, beam is wrong Czarnecki, Marciano & Sirlin, PRL 120, 202002 (2018)

Neutron-mirror neutron oscillations 
enhanced in large magnetic fields

Neutron – mirror-neutron rapid 
oscillations

W.Tan, Phys.Lett.B 797 (2019) 134921

Z.Berezhiani, Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 6, 484



Neutron dark decay channel affects the equation of state 
for neutron stars

(arXiv:1802.08244, 1802.08282, 1802.08427)

Total energy density

Total pressure

(arXiv:1802.08282)

Back-up slide:  Neutron star constraints
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k� = ykbWhere y relates the Fermi  k



DM-neutron cross repulsive interactions, energy cost for 
converting neutrons to DM

U = �gng�
4⇡r

exp(�m�r)
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Assume potential from exchange of ϕ:

Equation of state: "(nn, n�) = "nuc(nn) + "�(n�) +
n�nn

z2
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Fixed total number density: nF = nn + n�
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Free energy cost @ T=0 to create a DM particle:

�E ⌘ @"(nF � n�, n�)

@n�
= µ�(n�)� µnuc(nn) +

nF � 2n�

z2
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(z = m�/
p
|g�gn|)
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Pure n environment: �E0 = �E|n�=0 = m� � µnuc(nF) +
nF
z2
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No conversion to χ for small z !!

BG, Kouvaris, Nielsen, Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 9, 091601 [1811.06546]


